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nineteenpoint
Exceptional quality graphic

design for print and online.

• Web design

• Music packaging

• Poster design

• Logos

• Print & editorial design

• Design consultancy

• Search engine optimisation

• Competitive rates

www.nineteenpoint.com

We were going through the website stats for OMS the other day

(as you do) and we discovered a strange thing – people reading the

magazine online in some totally

random places. Get this – the US

(quite a lot), Europe (quite a lot)…

those are kind of  expected. But

then: Japan, Australia, China,

Israel, Brazil, Canada, India,

Pakistan – the list goes on and on.

Not just the local pub as we

thought. So, wherever in the world

you’re reading this –  all the best

for the 2012. We hope it’s just as

exciting and eventful as this one

has been.

Love Stewart & Team OMS xx

[next issue of  OMS coming

in February)

SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.OXFORDMUSICSCENE.CO.UK
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Oxford psych-rock band Graceful Slicks are set to have their music released in the US and
China. Custom Made Music (home to Sky Parade, Ringo Deathstarr and The Tambourines –
www.custommademusicva.com) from America have included the band’s signature tune ‘Bul Bul
Tarang’ on their new tastemaker sampler, 2,000 of which are distributed to shops, shows, radio
stations, press and labels over there. Alex Abbot from the band told OMS “We thought we would
send ‘Bul Bul Tarang’ to a few labels specialising in our genre. Six months went by and I get
an email from Dave Allinson, who started the label, saying how he really liked our tune and
would love to put it in the autumn sampler. Graceful Slicks fans will be able to get copies of
the sampler from the band themselves at upcoming shows. ‘Bul Bul Tarang’ will also be
featured in one of China’s biggest music magazines SoRock! The November edition carries an
interview, with the song included on their covermount CD. The China connection came about
when the band supported WhiteNoiseSound at the Jericho Tavern earlier this year. An interview
and review of the night by the people from a Chinese blog, who were there, was picked up on
by SoRock! magazine and they now find themselves on every news stand in China.

It seems like yesterday that they all ended but dates have already been released for some of
the local music festivals next year. After having the 2011 event cancelled at short notice, it looks
like the Oxford Folk Festival could return, albeit in an abridged form in 2012. A statement from
the organisers said “We are patiently rebuilding, and you can expect a series of concerts and
fund-raising events in the months to come. There is unlikely to be a full-scale festival in 2012
– but we hope to be in full swing by 2013”. See developments at www.oxfordfolkfestival.co.uk.
Oxfringe, the city-wide arts and music event will happen from 30 May to 10 June 2012. Any
artists wishing to register for next year’s event should visit www.oxfringe.com for details on
how to apply. Wychwood will take place as usual at Cheltenham Racecourse over the weekend
of 8–10 June 2012 (www.wychwoodfestival.com), while Cornbury continues in its new home at
Great Tew Park on 29 June to Sunday 1 July 2012 – watch out for lineup developments and
early bird tickets at www.cornburyfestival.com. August is folk month of course, and Fairport’s
Cropredy is happening on 9–11 August 2012 while Towersey (www.towerseyfestival.com) is on
23 to 27 August. Of this year’s new events, the organisers of Harvest festival which happened
on Alex James’ farm this year went into administration though it’s expected to go ahead with
a different management company. Wilderness, which took over at Cornbury Estate this year,
have not released details for the next one as yet – watch out for Early Bird tickets going on sale
soon at www.wildernessfestival.com.

The Epstein return to local live action in the grandiose but intimate setting of St Michael at the
Northgate Church, Oxford’s oldest building, on Friday 9 December for the Pindrop Xmas party.
Also appearing will be the Pindrop Choir and a very special secret (at the time of going to print)
guest. Proceeds go to the homeless charity Gateless. You can hear the hosts Pindrop’s radio
show on Fake DIY Radio every Wednesday night between 9–10pm. Tune in and hear their
favourite indie/electronica selection and musical banter at thisisfakediy.co.uk.

Local promoters Gappy Tooth Industries and Swiss Concrete will be hoping for better luck this
year for their seventh annual Winter Warmer. Last year’s event was thrown into chaos due to
extreme snow conditions meaning that most of the acts were unable to get there to play.
Dial F For Frankenstein were even due to play their last ever gig but sadly were unable to.
This year’s event has been stripped back to one venue and takes place on Friday 16, Saturday
17 and Sunday 18 December. Bands appearing over the three days include Seabuckthorn,
Secret Rivals, Cellar Family, Dallas Don’t, Vicars of Twiddly, D Gwalia and Family Machine.
Tickets are £5 for each night or £4 advance. Doors open at 8pm each night. Check for updates
at www.gappytooth.com/winterwarmer.

news We’d love to hear from you – just do a search on Facebook for Oxfordshire Music Scene and
join our group, or drop us a line to music@6sensemedia.com. We are looking for people to
help us out – distributors, stockists, writers and photographers are always welcome round

here… Send news on gigs, clubs, tours, releases & updates to music@6sensemedia.com

One of the best-known voices in
football, ESPN commentator
Gary Bloom, who has his own
appreciation society on
Facebook, has launched a new
training school for those
wishing to get into TV and radio
presenting. The Oxford TV and
Radio Academy has opened
recently offering two-day
courses in Central Oxford. Gary
said “We were amazed that no
course like this existed in the
city – if you need some basic
training in how to present on
TV or radio, and you need a show
reel to prove you can do it,
we are now established and
operational and can provide
exactly what you need.” Visit
their website for more info about
the courses and contacts at
www.oxfordtvacademy.org.

Charly Coombes and the New
Breed have a new EP coming
out in February titled ‘Noise
Control’. They have found a
cure for the winter blues by
arranging a nine-date tour of
Brazil which is happening over
November/December and hope
to do dates around Britain in
March in support of the new
recordings.

Indie label Pronoia, home to
Viarosa, Great Medical Disaster
and Helene has recently
relocated from London to Oxford.
The label has been so impressed
with the local music scene that
they’re in the process of putting
together a compilation of some
of the best bands in this area.
Colin Lomas, who runs the
label told OMS “The aim of the
compilation is to highlight the
quality of the scene throughout
the area and give bands good
exposure to both industry and

the public. The first thing that
we noticed when we moved here
was the amazing quality of
bands playing on the scene.
We’re confident that this will
get the bands some great
exposure in the areas that really
matter.” Acts of any genre
wanting to be considered
should email OxfordUnsigned@
pronoia-records.com.

A great lineup of acts from
around Oxfordshire converges
on Fat Lil’s at the pre-Christmas
Witney Winter Festival bash.
The all day event organised by
the Black Hats has James
Hitchman (Alphabet Backwards),
Very Nice Harry, Empty Vessels,
Deer Chicago, Black Hats
themselves, Phantom Theory,
Secret Rivals and Dead Jerichos.
It all happens on Sunday 18
December and kicks off at 3pm.
Tickets can be bought from
WeGotTickets.

If the thought of hearing the Phil
Spector Christmas album again
makes you want to throw up,
have a listen to International
Jetsetters’ Mark Crozer’s
‘Christmas’ EP instead. Sounding
all melodic and uplifting here,
somewhere between Fleet Foxes
and the Everly Brothers, he has
an EP of fireside Christmas
songs that he’s written himself
which you can hear/download
at markcrozer.bandcamp.com.
Tracks are: ‘On Christmas
Morning’, ‘Broke Down Christmas’
and ‘Snow in the City’, and
half of the proceeds from
the sales will be donated to
charity. Mark has also
contributed a track to a US
charity compilation My Favourite
Gifts. It’s available from
www.markcrozer.com.

Irish singer/songwriter Fionn Regan
appears on Friday 2 December at St
Barnabas Church in Jericho as part
of his November/December tour.
Fionn was Mercury-nominated for his
debut album The End of History
in 2006. His latest album 100 Years
of Sycamore is out now on Heavenly
Recordings.
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The Regal will no longer be holding club events
from January onwards. The club has been
leased in the long term to the Christian Life
Centre who will use the building for their own
events. A statement on the venue’s website
said “The owners of the building have agreed
a long term lease with a local community group
who will take over the running of the venue.”
The Regal will continue to be licensed for

entertainment but OMS believes that these will only be evening live shows, though it’s not
known how often they’ll be. The statement continued “It will remain a licensed entertainment
venue, although exactly what events will take place there and when is unclear at the moment.”
Shows up to the end of the year are unaffected, with Jungle Rave Nation on New Years Eve
believed to be the last club night.

Rising star Labrinth has been announced to appear at the O2 Academy Oxford on 29 February
2012. Real name Timothy McKenzie, Labrinth co-wrote and produced the Tinie Tempah hits
‘Pass Out’ and ‘Frisky’ and sang on Professor Green’s ‘Oh My God’. His ‘Let the Sunshine’ and,
more recently, ‘Earthquake’ have given him more of a profile in his own right. He’s signed to
Simon Cowell’s label Syco, the first act on there that hasn’t been on X Factor.

Those smooth, familiar tones you’ll have heard on the new Nokia advert belong to Orlando
Higginbottom aka Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs. The Oxford dance producer has his track
‘Garden’ as the soundtrack to the TV advert for the new Windows mobile which is being shown
worldwide. ‘Garden’, which originally came out on Greco Roman, is available to download on
iTunes now with remixes by Hackman and Joe Goddard.

Wordplay have Stalley of Rick Ross’s Maybach Music Group from New York, touring to promote
his Lincoln Way Nights (Intelligent Trunk) album on Thursday 1 December. This is followed by a
night on 8 December, lineup to be confirmed, and then it’s their Christmas party on 22 De-
cember with special guests. Check the Wordplay website for further details www.wordplay.co.uk

Fresh Out The Box
Chart
1 Mario Basanov –
‘Just Think About It’
(Ed Steele edit)

2 Maceo Plex –
‘Stop The Hate’

3 Metro Area – ‘Miura’
(Stanton Warriors mix)

4 Alian Ho – ‘Into A Deep’
(Hot Toddy mix)

5 Red Snapper – ‘Image Of
You’ (Salt City Orchestra mix)

6 David August – ‘Next’

7 Lee Coombs – ‘Break
9541’ (Ways & Means mix)

8 Trentemoller –
‘Le Champagne’

9 Noir & Haze – ‘Around’
(Solomun mix)

10 Massive Lust – ‘Never’
(Kostas G edit)

Bashment Top 10
1 Daniel Bedingfield –
‘Sometimes You Just Know’

2 Mavado – ‘Emergency’

3 Mavado – ‘Settle Down’

4 Mavado –
‘Final Destination’

5 Vybz Kartel – ‘The Best
Of Them’

6 Gappy Ranks – ‘War Ah
Yuh Gate’

7 Assassin – ‘Ghetto State
Of Mind’

8 Vybz Kartel – ‘World Boss’

9 Popcaan – ‘Clean’

10 Masicka – ‘No Big Deal’

Compiled by
www.sensibledancehall.com

Much high fiving to local club stalwarts Simple and Fresh Out the Box. Simple celebrated
12 years of busting tunes, in some style, at the Bullingdon earlier this month with Claude Von
Stroke as the special guest DJ. They start off on the road to 20 years with Julio Bashmore,
also at the Bullingdon on Saturday 3rd December followed by their pre-Christmas bash with
guests Wild Swim and Cubiq. along with Em Williams, James Weston and Get Your Geek on
DJs. Details at www.simpleproductions.co.uk. A relative whippersnapper, FOTB (see Top 10
current bangers elsewhere on the page) celebrated seven years in the
business of beats at their regular Saturday Extra-Curricular night at the
Cellar recently.

Issue three of our dance/electronic publication The Sampler is out now.
You can pick a copy up from all the places you see OMS. It’s also avail-
able to download at www.oxfordmusicscene.co.uk. We are looking for peo-
ple to join our club reviews team – email us at music@6sensemedia.com



Oxford has long been

a home to cheery

artists and bands. From

Lewis Carrol’s largely

happy-go-lucky Adventures

in Wonderland, to

Supergrass’s declaration

that they are all alright (as

well as being young, run

green, and that they keep

their teeth nice and clean).

It may be surmised that

there is something about

this town that evokes a

sense of  the pleased

(apart from Radiohead,

obviously). Alphabet

Backwards – the present

shiny happy people of

Oxford’s music scene – are

all aboard the joy train.

Throughout a 45 minute

interview OMS estimates

that at least 10 minutes is

lost to giggles, laughter,

gurgles and chuckles.

They’re named after a

line from Family Guy and

formed four years ago when

songwriter James decided a

band would make his songs

sound even bouncier live

(although all five Alphabets

contribute creatively – and

share a love of  Pop, a tasty

hook and Paul Simon’s

Graceland). The present

line-up consists of  Josh

(bass, likes mild/real ale,

cider in Summer), James

(singer, lyricist, guitarist,

enjoys tropical squash),

Steph (unbridled glee,

sings and jumps around,

likes Appletiser and winter

Pimms) also – but not

present now – Paul (drums,

favourite tipple unknown)

and Bob Tom (AKA

‘Science’, keyboards and

programming). This is

their fourth winter, but

they got together in the

Summer – a fact which

should come as no surprise

to those familiar with their

output. Tonight they bear

bright and shiny CDs.

Upbeat, crystalline, and

direct; ‘British Explorer’

is their third EP in a year –

although the plan was four.

They are on a new label

Highline Records; a one

EP and one album deal.

They have a lot on these

days. Around Christmas is

a UK tour taking in

London, Birmingham,

Nottingham, Sheffield,

Reading and they play

Oxford’s Cellar on 26

November and are working

on their debut album.

They have done the videos,

had a fun-filled photo

shoot and are now all

down the pub.

Steph effuses – “I love

ducks! I’m a duck

whisperer…” As she

chuckles merrily at this,

OMS wonders aloud if

Alphabet Backwards might

ever consciously write a

sad song? James cheerfully

shakes his shaven bonce

and declares: “nothing

really sad happens!” At this

Steph furrows her red

brow and deliberates –

“Maybe slower songs, but

we don’t have much sad

inspiration, we’re very

lucky.” Josh steps in – “If

we write in minor keys it

turns out funky. The mood

in the rehearsal studios

tends to be upbeat, we just
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muck about. It’s the best

thing about being in a

band; you just get to

hang out with your best

mates all the time. There’s

no need for these heart

wrenching power ballads…”

As the Editor slopes off

to the bar, the conversation

veers off  to philosophy.

Do you think karma’s real?

Steph chimes in – “I don’t

think it’s real because good

things happen to bad

people…”  Josh agrees;

“It’s about making your

own luck.” And then,

bizarrely – “we’ve started

sharing clothes” Steph

squeals at this; “Josh has

worn my trousers before!”

At this the bemused Editor

returns with drinks asking,

sensibly – “where do you

see yourselves in the pop

universe?” “We’ve been on

Radio One” James

replies.” Huw Stephens

played ‘Polar Bears’ twice,

Tom Robinson likes us.

This year’s been brilliant;

I’ve seen a member of

Status Quo with his top

off, and shared some stages

with some cool people.”

OMS: Eh? Josh – “It was

at Cornbury (festival), we

were sitting on some hay

bales with Dire Straits and

Status Quo, and Francis

Rossi had his top off. We

were watching a load of

hot air balloons taking off.”

Wow. Has there been any

other rock’n’roll moments?

James thinks for a second

then confides; “well, we

drink… we once jumped

over the fence at

Cheltenham race

course…” At this Steph

jumps in with her

customary effusiveness –

“we pretended to be

horses! And every time

there was a fence, we had

to jump over – not

knowing if  there was a

ditch the other side! It was

really fun… at about

four-five o clock in the

morning!” Not to be

outdone, Josh says – “we

got promised a game of

beer pong – we still don’t

know what it is – by Hot

Fiesta at a private music

festival “ (Ed; beer pong is

a drinking game whereby

one team attempts to

throw a ping pong ball into

one of  ten alcohol filled

cups on the other side of

the table, forcing the

opposing team to consume

whichever cup the ball lands

in). “That’s the best thing

about being in a band” –

Steph adds – “we meet all

these new people and go to

places we’ve never been”.

Josh sums it up succinctly –

“It’s your social life sorted

out.” James agrees; “we’re

very lucky…”

A little wearied by this

relentless onslaught of

positivity, OMS notes the

45 minutes on the

Dictaphone’s timer. Yet, as

is so often the case in this

game, the best material

happens once the little red

light goes out. A little later,

overcome with grief, a tired

and emotional Steph

relates a tragic tale of  lost

innocence. Recently a duck

she knew – ravaged by

botulism for days, despite

her tender ministrations –

passed on to the great duck

pond in the sky. During the

hastily – arranged funeral,

each member of  the band

was to prepare and deliver

a eulogy for the dearly

departed creature. Perhaps,

once time helps to expunge

this painful memory, the

band may choose to set this

event to music. Indeed, such

a catharsis may produce

the hitherto unimagined

product – a sad song by the

band. In the meantime,

grab a pint of  winter

Pimms, tap those feet, turn

that frown upside down

and celebrate the sheer joy

of  living with Oxford’s

ambassadors of  elation;

Alphabet Backwards! 

alphabet backwards
‘british explorer ep’ out
now on highline records
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Sophie’s
radio gaga
Musicians’ opinions tend to be very black and white

on the subject of  reality TV searches. Some think

‘yeah, I’d give it a go, why not, fast track to fame’.

Others think ‘over my dead body – would I sell out

and open myself  up to that sort of  control and

manipulation’.

Matt Cardle seems to sit curiously between to two.

He entered The X Factor, arguably the world’s biggest

singing show, last year and won. Since then, there have

been rumours of  clashes with management and he’s

publically spoken out about Simon Cowell and the

show itself.

Ironic, considering he’s supposedly £1 million richer

and has it to thank for UK wide fame, three Top Ten

singles and an album currently sitting at number 2 in

the charts.

Still, the distaste for the show amongst ‘real’

musicians prevails. In a recent interview with Must Be

The Music runners up Missing Andy, lead singer Alex

said the only reasons they agreed to appear in the first

place were because they were recommended by a

credible promoter and they got to perform their own

songs, so they didn’t have to sell out.

With disappointing viewing figures for this year’s X

Factor (it was beaten in October by its BBC rival Strictly

Come Dancing for the first time in their 4 year ratings

battle), and Simon Cowell reportedly planning twists

and a transatlantic visit to boost the show’s profile,

does this spell the beginning of  the end of  the public’s

love affair with reality talent searches?

One thing’s for sure: as a musician, you really need

to know the whole story before you put yourself

forward for anything which seems like it might provide

a quick or easy path to fame.

Listen to Sophie weekdays from 7am on Glide’s

Morning Glory across Oxford and South Oxfordshire

on 107.9fm

bbc introducing
with sam king

We’ve had some fascinating guests on the show this

month. First, there was Philip Selway, drummer from

Oxford’s most famous band, Radiohead. He came in to

discuss his solo record Familial, how he put his band

together and his part in creating the recent Radiohead

album. He was followed up by Barney Morse-Brown

from Duotone. We were immediately impressed when

Barney sent in ‘Alphabet’ from his second album earlier

this year – as soon as we heard it we knew we’d have to

invite him in for a session. He treated us to a stunning

version of  ‘Walking to the Shore’, created mostly by a

beautifully layered cello – if  you haven’t seen it yet, take

a look at bbc.co.uk/oxford.

Other highlights from this month include excellent new

material from Deer Chicago, Seabuckthorn and Listing

Ships, and, excitingly for us, some first plays for a few

bands. Beta Blocker and the Body Clock, Stem and Rob

St John all debuted in October, but in particular a band

called Pixel Fix from Banbury caught our attention. It’s

pretty rare that a

previously unheard-of

band sends us a song as

fully-formed as ‘Rome’ –

their production values

are second to none, and

their song writing is equally as skillful. It’s as anthemic

as it is intelligent and, equally as important – packed full

of  melodies. They fall somewhere in between Two Door

Cinema Club and Bombay Bicycle Club, it’s indie pop at

its best and unashamedly so – a band to keep an eye on.

Recently we’ve introduced a news section to the show

– if  you’re a promoter, a festival, a band releasing a

single or you have any other music-based news, drop me

an email at sam.king@bbc.co.uk

Hear BBC Introducing in Oxford every Sunday, 9–10pm

on 95.2fm or online at www.bbc.co.uk/oxford. Listen again

on the iPlayer, or subscribe to the podcast via iTunes. Head

to www.bbc.co.uk/introducing and upload your songs.

Josh Davis – AKA decks

pioneer DJ Shadow is no

stranger to the ’Shire,

having performed at both

Radio One’s Sound City

in 1997 and Oxford

Brookes in 2002, as well as

recording and playing with

Radiohead’s Thom Yorke.

On 8 December he’ll be at

the O2 Academy with his

Shadowsphere – a large

onstage globe from which

he plays and onto which is

projected a series of

images – for what promises

to be a memorable show.

He is friendly, sincere and

candid when OMS gets him

on the wire from the States.

OMS: You’ve worked with

Mo Wax, James Lavelle and

Massive Attack amongst

others – to what extent

has the UK scene been

an influence?

Shadow: “Being in

England in general was

massively influential. When

I first got over there, there

was such sophistication,

such a broad understanding

of  what was happening in

the US… sometimes you

have to leave the US to see

that. In England people

seemed not just clued in on

what was going on, but also

had their own sound, their

own particular twist on the

music. Being in London

when drum ‘n’ bass was

just coming out and

hearing that for the first

time – around ‘93, ’94 – I

knew that if  I went home

to California and played a

drum ‘n’ bass record,

people would look at you

as though you’d broken out

some kind of  rock from

Mars or something!”

OMS: Do you see yourself

more as a DJ or a producer?

Shadow: I’ve always

considered myself  a DJ

first – that’s what informs

every sensibility I have about

making music. But the

records that I’ve made as a

producer are my proudest

achievements, as somebody

who has endeavoured to

contribute to music. The

mix tapes I make are like

my short films, but my

albums are like movies.

OMS: (New album) The

Less You Know the Better is

very musically diverse, do

you play an instrument?

Shadow: I grew up playing

piano, and I had a few drum

lessons, but I really respect

the discipline of  being able

to master any instrument.

I’ve really wanted to learn

to play the guitar recently.

It’s funny, every time I put

out a record, there’s always

some critic who says “why

are there so many guitars?”

I think guitars, piano and

drums are the three

instruments which are

most efficient in delivering

emotion.”

DJ Shadow assures us

that Oxford can expect a

one off  “progressive DJ

show with really good

visuals. Musically it’ll be a

little of  the old, a little of

the new and everything in

between.” He wraps it up

in a manner both modest

and inspiringly confiding

that “it’s an honour to still

be doing what I love to do,

I appreciate everyone’s

support over the years and

I’m still doing the best

work that I consider I’ve

done, I’m not quitting and

I appreciate being able to

have done it for so long.”

Thus spake Shadow;

DJ and gentleman. 

dj shadow
leo bowder gets the californian beatz wizard on
the blower ahead of his latest oxford visit

dj shadow: 8 december,
o2 academy, oxford

PIXEL FIX
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Favourite Oxford band at
the moment?
Dive Dive. I’ll never

understand why they’re not

one of  the biggest bands in

the world.

Anybody you wanted to
feature in the film but
didn’t?
It broke my heart to cut

the Suitable Case For

Treatment section out.

Amazing band, great

story. The Daisies. I’d

have loved to have got

Arthur Turner’s

Lovechild? in there.

What’s the best local gig
you ever went to?
Either Candyskins at

The Zodiac or Dustball

at The Point.

Any Oxford bands
you’ve got absolutely
everything of?
Too many to list but

Candyskins and

Dustball/Dive Dive

would be the bands I

consciously collected at

the time.

What’s the best sleeve
from an Oxford band?
I honestly can't think of  a

best sleeve, though I can

tell you the worst – every

single thing Dive Dive have

ever put out. I’m

constantly whinging at

them about that. Their

artwork never reflects them

in any way. Although the

cover to their new album

is pretty cool. Oh, wait –

I know the one I like best –

the Richard Walters one

with him eating all the

tape. I love that one.

Any Oxford video makers
you rate particularly
highly including yourself?
I think my video for

‘Flowers by the Roadside’

by The Family Machine is

probably the best local

video ever. Am I allowed to

say that? I’m really proud

of  that one. And the one I

did for Dive Dive with the

sock puppets. I basically

just like my own music

videos. Nobody else in

Oxford is anywhere near

as good as me at music

videos. I had a really good

idea for a Stornoway one

which ended up not

happening and I really

regret that.

Which Oxford band has
caused the most debate?
I think there has

historically been a lot of

talk about Smilex. I think

they’re almost the most

un-Oxford Oxford band

there is because they’re

kind of  unapologetic in

their showiness. One of

the best live bands I’ve

seen, though.

Why do you think that so
much good music comes
out of Oxford?
Because we have an

infrastructure and a

community. There’s a very

clear route for someone to

go from being a gig-goer to

forming a band and then

becoming a good band. It’s

almost like a boot camp

and I do think it prepares

bands for the outside

world. It’s a scene you can

gestate within.

What has been the
reaction to the film from
outside Oxford – is there
any one band that
people have been most
interested in?
Thankfully, it’s been a

good reaction. A lot of

people took delight in

telling me that nobody

would give a shit about it

outside of  Oxford but I

always knew it was a

human story with a

good message, so I’m

glad it translates. The

Candyskins are the

obvious stand-out band

in the film but I get a lot

of  people tell me that

Jamie from Dustball/

Dive Dive and Tara from

The Nubiles are the

most entertaining

characters in there.

What should the current
crop of bands in Oxford
learn from the people
featured in ACPG?
Maybe just the importance

of  making music for

music’s sake. Which goes

for all art and culture.

Something Oxford has

been very good at it is

concentrating on the craft

rather than the

commerciality. You won’t

find any Oxford bands

in the line for X Factor.

So, I guess I hope it

confirms that for them.

I doubt they need to be

told, though. It’s in the

DNA of  a real Oxford

band. 

( Jon Spira talking to

Stewart Garden)

What was the first
record you bought from
an Oxford act?
Probably Nowhere by Ride.

Andy and Mark had been

to the same school as me –

Cheney Upper – and they

were kind of  local heroes. I

didn’t buy it though, a friend

lent it to me and, frankly,

I’m still not done with it.

He’s not getting it back.

What’s your favourite
songs to have come out of
Oxford?
‘Backgarden’ by Beaker,

‘Take it, It’s Yours’ by Dive

Dive, ‘Elephant in the

Room’ by Richard Walters,

‘Sunday Drivers’ by The

Daisies, ‘Ooooweeoooo’

by Arthur Turner’s

Lovechild?, ‘Sorry’ by

Stretch Princess, ‘See You’

by The Mystics, ‘Circles’

by The Candyskins,

‘Reminds Me Of  You’ by

The Family Machine,

‘Wooga’ by A Suitable

Case For Treatment,

‘Starlight Motel’ by Ride,

‘Fuel Up’ by Stornoway,

‘High and Dry’ by

Radiohead, ‘Behind

Closed Doors’ by

Borderville, ‘English Tea’

by Thurman. I’m probably

forgetting some but that’d

be a mixtape I’d happily

jam down the throat of

anyone claiming that

Manchester has a

respectable music heritage.

…and best album?
That’s easy – You Are the

Family Machine by The

Family Machine. Everyone

should own a copy of  it.

It’s good for the soul.

Is there a typical
Oxford band?
I think musically you’d be

hard pushed to find a

tangible link but I do think

there’s a very set kind of

personality. I’ve found

everyone in Oxford bands

to be thoughtful, witty,

very polite and of  dignity,

integrity and intelligence.

I’ve really yet to meet

any idiots.

Which would be the first
band you’d feature on
ACPG 2?
Little Fish – they’d warrant

a film in themselves, their

story has been kind of  epic.

Got any particularly
rare/prized Oxford bands
releases/items?
The Dustball silver ball.

All of  my Shifty Disco

singles (subscriber 111,

thank you very much),

I’ve still got my signed

Candyskins ‘Mrs Hoover’

poster which you got if

you sent in your receipts

to prove you bought both

CD singles in the week of

release – that’s framed in

my office.

Any local releases you lost
or gave away?
I had some Borderville

tracks from their

abandoned, un-released

first album on a hard

disc that died. I’d like

those back.

what’s in your record collection?
with anyone can play guitar film-maker

jon spira

buy the anyone can
play guitar dvd now at
www.acpgthemovie.com
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Ley Lines was marketed as something quite expansive, yet only
encompasses in the end, a meagre two venues. The late
withdrawal of Futures from the line up is another blow, especially
after the ‘super secret special headliner we’re so excited about’
was announced to be the, not that exciting, Big Pink. However,
with a strong set of Oxford bands on the bill, and having heard
good things about the out of town acts, I set off to the Bullingdon
to watch openers Gunning for Tamar. Having overcome early
technical difficulties, they play a solid set to a somewhat sparsely
populated back room. Between songs, the room is awkwardly quiet
but they do their best to fill it with their repartee. The jagged
melodies of their new material, particularly ‘Bonfires’ and ‘German
Treasure Island’, go down particularly well. Over at the O2, it’s the
highly anticipated first gig of Oxford ‘supergroup’ Kill Murray,

comprising members of Dial F for Frankenstein, Phantom Theory
and 50ft Panda. Their take on grungy synth pop-rock, somewhat
akin to a heavier Yuck, surpasses even my high expectations, and,
although it’s early days, I’d wager they’ve got a big future ahead
of them. While influences from their previous incarnations are
decidedly apparent, this is one super group that’s greater than
the sum of its parts. Secret Rivals, disappointingly, don’t quite
live up to how good they are on record, the vocals are less
emphasised, and something about what made them sound so
exciting previously seems to have been lost in the mix. ‘Ghosting’
temporarily brings the set up with its upbeat synth-laden
melody and dual vocal attack. Back at the Bullingdon,
Catherine A.D. is a complete contrast to the Rivals noisy
commotion – powerful, beautiful vocals accompanied by

piano, cello and violins provide a simultaneously tranquil,
yet dominant, set. She even makes Lady Gaga’s ‘Telephone’
listenable – an unexpected cover.

Dog is Dead, whose five part vocal harmonies and buoyant
rhythms prove to be one of the day’s highlights, attract one of the
biggest crowds of the festival, a large amount of who inexcusably
leave when ‘blub-step’ bore Jamie Woon’s set starts. Woon’s set
can be summed up pretty well in three words; robotic, droning and
formulaic, and it’s notable only for the fact that even before he’s
played his two ‘hits’, the O2 is not more than a third full. The Big
Pink, however, play to maybe sixty people. The sound levels are
awful, the volume is ridiculously loud, and the resultant music is
indecipherable, even the all encompassing ‘Dominoes’ is only just
recognisable. Three songs in, and a momentary lull means a

chance to hear some vocals, which, when you manage to identify
them are actually pretty good. Perhaps the sound is being done
by a six year old, or maybe The Big Pink have drastically
overestimated people’s tolerance for reverb and distortion, either
way, the pitifully sized crowd they play to is deserved.

I end the day where I started it, back at the Bullingdon, this
time for Theme Park. Singer Miles Haughton's surprisingly deep
baritone is surrounded by jangly guitars with an almost afro-pop
feel, which, backed by a bouncy rhythm section, manages to get
the crowd moving - a first for the day!

Despite a disappointing turnout for the festival as a whole, Ley
Lines was not without its high points, one of which being the smug
realisation that it’s the local contingent that stand out, and, with
a few exceptions, where the day's highlights materialised. (CC)

ley lines festival
cowley road, oxford

live

KILL MURRAY

LISTING SHIPS

LEWIS WATSON

DOG IS DEAD

STARLINGS

MAN WITHOUT COUNTRY

THE BIG PINK

SECRET RIVALS
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Daughter, Elena Tonra, has an incredibly quiet and sweet
demeanour, boasting an impressive bowl-cut and 60s-inspired
outfit. She comes across as extremely polite, and whispers
her way through her set, most of it hardly audible, and it’s a re-
lief when she stops murmuring about how pleased she is to be
here and starts singing. Despite her reserved nature she belts out
‘Run’, a song off her Demos EP. Elena is an eloquent and
imaginative storyteller – she sings about unrequited love,
lost hope and death and can throw some punches with her
lyrics, no better than on ‘Landfill’, where her haunting voice
sings, “I want you so much but I hate your guts”. ‘Youth’,
a track off her ‘Wild Youth’ EP is a highlight, “My eyes
are damp from the words you left… and if you’re still in
love, then you are the lucky one, ‘cause more of us are bitter
over someone”.

Headliner Benjamin Francis Leftwich starts his set with a long
introductory soundtrack, but when he finally enters the stage
there’s no introduction needed, just the opening lines of ‘Pictures’,
to know it’s him. He sincerely thanks the crowd for being so quiet
and breaks into a new song ‘Break the Day Even’; his songwriting
ability is almost faultless and incredibly mature for a 21 year old.
‘Maps’ earnestly reaches out to you with its achingly beautiful
lyrics “I know if I find what you hide in your mind, I’d get lost in it”.
Throughout his set he swaps guitars numerous times, the next song
‘Butterfly Culture’, a track he wrote a couple of years ago when he
was in a rock band. This would be hard to believe if he hadn’t then
picked up his electric guitar to cover ‘Atlantic City’ by Bruce
Springsteen, with the chorus “Everything dies baby, but that’s a
fact” – you could be mistaken for thinking this was his track all along,
managing to bring his own, unique style to a classic… incredible. (HD)

benjamin francis leftwich
o2 academy, oxford

The tale of this gig begins back in April 2001, when a friend
mailed me a copy of the sisters’ eponymous debut album as a
birthday present with a note that simply said: ‘You’re going to love
these girls.’ He was right. Nearly eleven years later, I finally get a
chance to see the band that I can unequivocally say are my
favourite of all time. Was it worth the wait? Yes… and no.
The girls were every bit as incredible live as I expected them to be
and more. The simplicity of their songs and the beauty of their
pitch-perfect harmonies is just as striking live as it is on their
albums, but that’s not to say that I couldn’t find small faults.

As one of the few people (certainly on this side of the Atlantic)
to have been following them since practically day one, I was
hoping they’d take the chance to properly introduce themselves
to their new found audience (courtesy of Jools Holland and
Coldplay bassist Guy Berryman), by going back through their
previous albums to show the evolution of the band. As it
happened, they only played two of their older tracks: ‘Sticks and
Stones’ and ‘Boring’, both of which come from their third album –
a true masterpiece, by the way – Thirteen Tales of Love and
Revenge. The rest of the set was filled with songs from the cur-
rent album, You & I, and some B-sides, but it was clear that most

of the audience weren’t totally on board until they got around to
playing their much-publicised singles, ‘You’ll Be Mine’ and
‘Glorious’. An acapella cover of ‘Kathy’s Song’ by Paul Simon gave
them ample opportunity to showcase their vocals, too.

For those of us who’ve been walking the same frustrating road
as the band, wondering when they were going to get noticed, this
was a tremendous experience and one I’ll surely be repeating at
every opportunity. Hopefully, by then, enough people will have
discovered the band (and Thirteen Tales) for them to play in front
of a much more engaged, educated audience. (KS)

the pierces
o2 academy, oxford

There’s a trend that’s been festering away on the outskirts of
society for some time now; middle class kids, in their late teens
through their twenties, in the guise of eschewing the mainstream
and embracing the alternative, have managed to turn that ‘alter-
native’ into the mainstream. What I’m talking about here, of
course, is the onslaught of the hipster. Now, don’t get me wrong,
a lot of so called ‘hipster behaviour’ is fine. Turned vegetarian
and bought a one gear bike? Great, I’m all for saving the planet.
Only listen to bands until they’re popular? Why not? Gives smaller
bands the chance to be heard. Just read books by obscure Lithuan-
ian authors? There isn’t nearly enough literary ethnic diversity.
But the one hipster trait I cannot abide is their clothing. ‘Ironic’
granddad jumpers, even in the heat, trouser legs rolled up in the
midst of winter to expose their stupid, skinny, ankles, thick black
rimmed glasses with EMPTY FRAMES, despite having
20-20 vision, ridiculous! Tonight is a hipster infestation.
Maccabees fans are the worst of the lot – I can’t move for v neck
t-shirts, lens-less glasses and rolled up skinny jeans. Even kids
coming out of the midst of the mosh pit, dripping in sweat, re-
fuse to take off their ironic jumpers. The band take to the stage,
faced inwards towards one another, while a throbbing bassline
starts up, and guitars come crashing in. For an act that have
previously been labelled as ‘twee’ (see the ukulele-laden

‘Toothpaste Kisses’, which is conspicuous by its absence
tonight), they sure make a lot of noise. Synths are in abundance,
with heavy layers of electro-rock as readily available as the
lighter indie pop they’re best known for. The well received ‘Lego’
exemplifies their knack for sudden tempo changes and
unexpectedly dropping from a wall of sound to a lone guitar line
while William Power includes a synchronised guitar breakdown
into a wall of fuzz.

It seems that the more conventional, poppy numbers are
what the audience are here for though; as songs such as
‘Precious Time’, ‘First Love’ and ‘Love You Better’ are played
to rapturous applause and mass sing along. Indeed, the audience
seem to idolise frontman Orlando Weeks to such an extent that
they’ll cheer his every action. When the band returns for an encore,
comprising both X-ray and Grew Up At Midnight, the cheering
almost drowns out the music.

For all the pretentions, of both the band and their fans,
the newer material showcased in tonight’s set definitely
shows them moving towards a more mature sound. It seems
The Maccabees might even be around long enough to see their
fanbase through its loafers-with-no-socks phase. But for now,
those fans are cycling home on their fixie bikes, having had the
time of their lives. (CC)

maccabees
oxford town hall
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We Are Ugly’s sound is electronic, energetic and upbeat with
elements of trance, yet is more Euro-poppy than previous shows. Fred
models his yellow smiley T-shirt, and we go back somewhat to
8-Bit computer games. Set highlights included ‘Rocket Science’,
which sounds like a raved up Jean-Michelle Jarre, samples from,
recently split, local heroes, ute, and ‘Folie A Deux’, where an
appreciative crowd started dancing. This is We are Ugly’s last gig,
and with an impressive portfolio of past gigs including the Punt
and the O2 Academy Upstairs, it’s a fond farewell for the time
being. There is an instant stampede to the front as Correspondents
take to the stage. They’re a hard-gigging band with Chucks on

laptop, using samples from The Jungle Book and old films over
infectious grooves, and Mr Bruce, who is a cross between a human
stick insect and a liquorice allsort; a flamboyant dancer with frilly
epaulettes flying. ‘What’s Happened to Soho’ is their latest EP, a
bit different to other tracks, more rave than the baroque sound
displayed in Washington Square. Lyrics like ‘Where will all the
reprobates go?’ and ‘Better to have loved and lost than never loved
at all’ are juxtaposed over hip hop/swing beats to great effect.
Mr Bruce is one talented MC – the amount of syllables per second
keep everyone moving, and the set ends with a full dance floor
around a sweaty Cellar stage. (TW)

the correspondents/we are ugly, but we have the music
the cellar, oxford
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Yorkshire based four-piece Wild Beasts are riding high on the back
of their luscious third release Smother, and arrive in Oxford for
the second night of a, largely sold out, UK tour. Following a
dazzling set from Canadian dream-popper Braids, the ’Beasts
take to the stage to fevered anticipation.

The O2 is packed and sweltering as the band rip through a set
that relies heavily on their latest opus while cherry-picking the
likes of ‘Hooting and Howling’ and ‘Devils’ Crayon’ from earlier
works. The key to Wild Beasts charm lies in the pulsing, sensuous
rhythms that are coupled with intricate and beautiful swathes of
guitar and synth. Atop this, lies the vocal interplay between the
moving, husky baritone of Tom Fleming and the swooping, almost
operatic falsetto of Hayden Thorpe. It is their fortune that they are
blessed with two such gifted and imaginative vocalists, and this
lends a fascinating edge to tales of lust, violence and longing.

Their craft reaches a sumptuous peak on ‘Loop the Loop’ and
‘Reach a Bit Further’ which are heartbreaking in their wistfulness
and responsible for a few tears being shed at the very least.

Rarely has this reviewer heard such a clamour for an encore at
this venue, and although Thorpe acknowledges the pantomime of
leaving the stage for the briefest of intervals, the final three
numbers do not disappoint. ‘Lion’s Share’ is breathtaking in its
brooding simplicity, ‘All the Kings Men’ their most sure-fire crowd
pleaser and ‘End Come Too Soon’ a colossal juggernaut of a
closing track that sends the full house stumbling out of the venue,
grinning widely into the Friday night drizzle. It is a question of how
big such an odd sounding band can become. However, if they
continue to play with such verve and confidence, then it is hard
to see them returning to venues of this size for much longer, and
any further success would be richly deserved. (AG)

wild beasts
o2 academy, oxford

OMS has investigated live music in some fairly unusual places; a pool
hall, a fire station, allotments – even an abandoned swimming
pool – but beneath a museum would rank amongst the strangest.
The sell-out crowd was as tipsy and trendy as you’d expect to see
in central Oxford late on a Friday night. The Ashmolean vaults felt
like an exclusive venue complete with bouncers, a cocktail bar,
and oil lamp and historical images projected onto the columns
(which do get in the way, but not much can be done about that
without compromising the building’s structure). Fixers seem to
work particularly well in this context – where their ethereal,
reverb-heavy sound cascades through the pillars and triumphantly
washes over us. Elegantly crafted psychedelic pop gems like
‘Crystals’, ‘Iron Deer Dream’ and ‘Amsterdam’ seem to flow in to
each other. All this is followed rather incongruously by a hip-hop
DJ set before Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs takes to the

stage. Aware of the hype, but not the actuality, a quick check on-
line got us familiar with his approach (smooth electro with vo-
cals, bleeps, glacial keys, bouncy bass lines and all the
trimmings), but nothing could prepare us for the sight of a man
dressed as a green dinosaur actually doing it all live.

TEED (Oxford loves weirdly named bands and musicians) is one
chap (real name… er, Orlando Higginbottom), who makes clas-
sic techno/house with elements of hip hop and dubstep which,
when taken together, ensure a lively reaction on the dance floor.
Tracks like ‘Garden’, ‘Household Goods’, ‘Trouble’ and ‘Bournemouth’
fuse together into an electronic, yet strangely organic and live
(using a solitary laptop plus an array of sequencers, effects and
synths) brew, mixing the aforementioned elements with his own
spectral vocals. And, if that isn’t enough of a visual/audio banquet
for you, there’s blue-haired go go dancers too… just to make sure. (LB)

totally enormous extinct dinosaurs/fixers
ashmolean museum, oxford

Upstairs at the O2 is fast becoming the monthly gathering for all
local musicians – this time five acts and a Halloween club to
boot – it’s not bad value at all. Opening act ToLiesel are still a lit-
tle new for this, their first main gig. A mix of solo folk songs and
a six-piece band playing indie/rock with too many guitars. After a
slow start it does improve, ‘Brothers’ being a particular highlight.
Samuel Zasada, who are next on, were made for Halloween gigs,
their haunting harmonies along with lulling rhythms work well
with zombie make-up, their sheer physical height adding to the
effect. New material is more upbeat and fully arranged, and goes
down well with the crowd, but I still enjoy the quiet songs from
their debut EP. Next up, A Genuine Freakshow are a seven-piece
from Reading and have played Reading and Leeds festival on the
BBC Introducing stage. Their sound is similar to Arcade Fire, strings

and trumpet make nice additions, and it keeps it interesting to
hear a touring band in the local mix. Tamara & the Martyrs are
also ideal for Halloween gigs and a confident and gothic set show
a big progression since I last saw them. Tamara’s yodelling leaps
between head and chest voice make her distinctive vocal sound.
The addition of a fourth Martyr on guitar adds an increased
dynamic and, overall, they are becoming a pretty polished act.
Headliners, Charly Coombes & the New Breed are, unfortunately,
not as good as previous shows. I like the songs but the bigger
stage lacks intimacy, and you get the felling he’s riding the
success of previous Supergrass glory rather than having to work
his way up from the bottom. A somewhat indulgent Jimi Hendrix
cover rounds off an an unexpected encore – with a little ground-
ing they could be great, but they’re not quite there yet. (TW)

upstairs
o2 academy, oxford

THE CORRESPONDENTS

TOTALLY ENORMOUS EXTINCT DINOSAURS
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This is the 3rd annual ‘Presents’ tour by the funky Irish Queen of
the Airwaves, born Anne MacManus. It’s packed and lively in the
Academy tonight and there is but one word in our notebook;
‘booyaka!’ This is due largely to the fact that during the latter
part of a wide ranging set, the Mac-ster goes back to the jungle
blackboard for some proper old skool choons, for example,
General Levy’s ‘Incredible’, which gets the biggest cheer of the
night. Before this we are treated to some cutting edge dance
grooves – dub step from Chase and Status, Rusko and Nero, house
with Calvin Harris, and her partner Toddla T, loads of electro and
a light smattering of disco and techno.

Annie got the skills to pay the bills and lets the decks do the
talking (as opposed to attempting to MC – I like this approach;
gotta keep ‘em separated). The beats are ferocious; her self-taught
mixing masterful – she has a light approach to effects, keeping
the tracks as is, but occasionally cuts all frequencies apart from
the bass with devastating results as the subwoofers pump out
the lows without compromise. Throughout, Annie is a cool
customer (perhaps at times verging on the aloof), sexy, sassy and
smartly businesslike in a trouser suit, head bopping gently with
not a curly red hair out of place. It seems her time at Radio One
has given her the air of a consummate professional; this in stark
contrast to the uncharacteristically loved-up Oxford crowd who
are having it large. Booyaka, indeed. (LB)

annie mac
o2 academy, oxford Over the last seven years, Bossaphonik has been a regular fixture

at the Cellar – DJ and promoter Dan Ofer having hosted over 60
live jazz and world-influenced bands. To celebrate, the seventh
anniversary is marked with a big, Boss crowd and an appearance
by internationally-flavoured 12 piece Lokkhi Terra – a fundamentally
Bengali group who fuse funk, samba, rumba, boss nova, elements
of dub/reggae and Indian classical – all in a very danceable way.
Most of us boring Westerners listen to music in 4/4 time, but these
groovers are all about 6/8. Based in London, they are the very
epitome of multiculturalism in action; a Bangla-Afro-Cuban
musical melting pot. On paper it shouldn’t work, but it does in
practice. The musicians have played with everyone from Brand
New Heavies and Giles Peterson to Kylie Minogue and Bjork, and
the trombonist’s in Bellowhead.

Their sheer professionalism makes it look effortless, but the
groove is relentless even while they break off for the odd dextrous
solo. It’s funk, Jim, but not as we know it. They play much from
their, suitably titled, debut album, the laidback No Visa Required,
but more from their new one Che Guava’s Rickshaw Diaries.
Rhythmic percussion is the main dynamic, with drums, tablas,
dhols and bongos aplenty. Kishon Khan is the virtuoso keyboardist
and bandleader, and the stunning lead vocalist Sohini Alam keeps
it cool whist the rhythm heats up.  At one stage they do devotional
Bengali funk for Lord Krishna; not something we could imagine
the late George Harrison doing, but I bet he’d have loved this lot.
Exotically spectacular. (LB)

lokkhi terra,
bossaphonik 7th anniversary,
the cellar, oxford

Howard has been a Physics and Philosophy graduate, teacher,
entrepreneur, major international pot smuggler, (leading to being
a…) prisoner, DJ, writer (three autobiographies and his new,
ahem, fiction novel Sympathy for the Devil is being promoted
tonight), and now stand-up comic. But although he is often
hysterically funny, he doesn’t quite have the timing. After a long
wait, a pounding techno/indie track is played, then a ten minute
film of his life (as if there is anyone here has hasn’t read or seen
Mr Nice), before he shuffles on, admitting to being too ‘wankered’
to actually see the crowd. But so what? A comedy show isn’t what
I – or an intriguingly mixed crowd – came to see. We want to know
what it’s like being him and how he has got away with being
himself for so long.

He’s no stranger to Oxford. In fact, it is during his time in this
town – as a student at Baliol – that he first ‘crossed the herbaceous
border’. “The local skunk makes you very thirsty” he correctly declares
in his croaky lilt – “they should sell that in pubs, not bloody peanuts!”
(At one stage, he tantalisingly entertains the possibility of blazing
a doob onstage). There are nuggets of stoned wisdom; a book shop –
apparently – is the worst place to do a book reading, prison can be
like “doing all your Sundays in one lump”, the dragon is the only
animal that smokes (“so, drag on”), and the word ‘toxic’ is at the heart
of ‘intoxication’. Then the Q&A session where we find out he smokes
20 joints/half an oz per day! This is apart from five years – from
1990 to 1995 he later informed OMS – whilst a convict in the US.

Puff on, you magic dragon. (LB)

howard marks
the glee club, oxford

Have you ever wondered what it’s like to get that golden ticket like
Charlie Bucket? Well, getting to see Ed Sheeran on his sold out
October tour is the 2011 equivalent. His manager even jokes on
Twitter earlier that day that he’s going to have to get “There is no
spare guestlist” tattooed on his head. Ed even acknowledges his
rise to fame in a new verse to ‘You Need Me, I Don’t Need You’,
rapping, “Since I hit the mainstream with the A Team, I seem to
sell more”, with a cheeky grin. He has come a long way in the last
year or so, having started supporting Example here in 2010, he
played a sold out gig earlier this year on his own, and now comes
back selling out the higher capacity room at the Academy (this is
even small beer relatively – earlier that day he played at a packed
Wembley full of screaming Brownies).

It’s not only the number of his ticket sales that have changed.
He braves a hyped crowd with nothing but his guitar and loop
pedal for company, but seems brimming with confidence this time
round as he opens his set with the words “Welcome to the first
day of term”, and then kicks in with his favourite opening num-
ber Grade 8. He silences the crowd for the hauntingly beautiful
‘Wayfaring Stranger’ cover, and yet, in a second breath, is just as
comfortable launching into Lately, a track off the collaborations
album, where he raps in an American accent and mixes in Lil Kim’s
‘Lighters Up’ and Dr Dre’s ‘Next Episode’, or when he is joined by
MC Mikill Pane for ‘Little Lady’. There are really no limits to what
he can do, it seems. He ends the set paying tribute to the great Jeff
Buckley with a superb performance of ‘Hallelujah’. (HD)

ed sheeran
o2 academy, oxford

ANNIE MAC

LOKKHI TERRA
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let’s go down
the studio
with tad studios, bicester

How long has the studio
been going for?
The studio is a brand new

rehearsal facility in

Oxford/Bicester, which

came about from my desire

to start a business that

would allow me to make

use of  my degree, continue

my musical interests/band

work, and provide a good

service to the local music

scene. The opportunity

came up at Grange Farm

and we haven’t looked

back. We’ve been up and

running properly for

around three months now

and will have a second

room very soon.

What have you got there
equipment-wise?
We have a full backline,

including two 100 watt

guitar amplifiers (Marshall

and Fender) with built in

DFX and footswitches, a

4x12 Marshall cabinet, a

180 watt Ashdown Blue

bass combo, Shure SM58

microphones, full PA

system and monitor, CD

Player, five piece Mapex

drum kit, three cymbal

stands/hi hat stand, sofa,

fridge, complimentary tea

and coffee making

facilities, whiteboard,

noticeboards and a camera

tripod. The non-musical

elements were partially

introduced following

comments from bands but

also to make the facility as

comfortable and user

friendly as possible. As a

musician myself, playing

in a number of  local

bands, I wanted to create a

comfortable room that I

would like to play in.

What’s your favourite bit
of kit you’ve got?
The drums, since I can’t

have any in my house.

However, I only buy

equipment that, in my

opinion is up to the job.

What’s your favourite bit
of kit you’ve not got?
Everything I’m currently

planning to buy but

haven’t got yet! For

example, a second 4x12

cab, Line 6 Spider amp

heads, Ashdown bass

cabinet, graphic EQ and

FX for PA rack, and lots of

other stuff  for bands to use.

Any plans to start
recording bands?
We are currently in the

process of  expanding the

Grange Farm facility to

two rooms, with space in

the second building for a

recording facility upstairs.

Hopefully we are looking

to start recording sometime

in the middle of  next year

if  all goes to plan.

What bands have you had
in rehearsing recently?
We’ve had Unknown Flow,

We Aeronauts, Overlord,

Circuit Chase, Hell Shrine,

Tyger Stryke, Lucretia,

and many more.

What’s the best local pub?
It has to be The Hobgoblin

in Bicester, which is also

the closest music venue to

the studio. Nice pub,

friendly people and an

excellent jukebox.

Any favourite local bands?
My favourite local bands

have to be Desert Storm,

Prospekt, Aethara,

Tigerline, Lucretia, and

Unknown Flow. Highly

recommend checking any

and all these guys out. Any

gig by the above would

rank in my favourite local

gigs too!

Tell us what’s so special
about the studio…
The facility is set in a 150

year old beamed barn

which is pretty special to

start with! I’d like to think

that we care about what

people need when

practising, and listen to all

comments about our

facilities. We are always

seeking to upgrade the

equipment and facilities

to provide the best

rehearsal facilities in the

area. Our aim is to provide

a service and facility that

people will really want to,

and enjoy, using. 

email:
info@tadstudios.co.uk

website:
www.tadstudios.co.uk
phone: 0788 256 9425
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releases
hipbone slim square guitar
(dirty water records)
On this, their fifth album, Hipbone Slim
and the Kneetremblers wade waist-high
into the often-murky waters of ‘nowtro’.
An apparent conversance with-and
respect for-days gone by, they thankfully
keep the bombastic trio from getting in
over their heads to the point of parody.

Combining elements of grrrrockabilly, surfer groove and Ricky
Nelssonish rock together with a Detroit Cobras-type garage
sensibility, they’ve churned out 18-count-em-18 romp’em
stomp’em anthems for all those Mad Men (and Women) out
there looking to discover or rediscover an old-school sound. Does
it get a bit repetitive? Sure. But hey, so was Big Bad Voodoo Daddy,
and we all saw what bands of that ilk did to revive a hungover,
grunge-over America – like the hair of the dog that bit them.

Hipbone Slim and co. is led by the rambunctious Sir Bald
Diddley on guitar and lead vocals, with the hardworking Bruce
‘Bash’ Brand on drums and Gastus Receedus on bass and
harmonica. Personal faves tracks were the vintage homage
title, ‘Square Guitar’, the charming ‘Snake Dancer’ and the
super-fun ‘Why Ain't Bo on My TV?’ (NR)

borderville metamorphosis
(self-release)
No-one asked them to, but Oxford’s
chief cabaret band has gone and
created a soundtrack to Kafka’s The
Metamorphosis. Naturally, Borderville’s
interpretation of the novella is more
Freddie Mercury than Philip Glass.
‘Open the Door’, with its nods to
new-wave, is fast-paced and fun, ‘Capitalypso’ is dement-
edly bombastic, ‘Anchor’ and ‘As It Is’ are pretty and lilting,
‘The Human Way’ is trance-like, and, in-between, there are
plenty of surprises, both pleasant and otherwise. The overall
effect is knowingly incongruous to the subject matter but that
doesn’t mean that it always works, at times coming across
like Monty Python does Kafka. This is no doubt an album
that would benefit from the inevitable theatrics of the band’s
live show, an element which is palpably missing for the
most part (album highlight ‘Uneasy Dreams’ being a
notable exception). So for a musical adaptation of a
much-misunderstood novella, Metamorphosis is an ambitious
and surprisingly accessible starting point to the much-
misunderstood Borderville. (TM)

listing ships the 100 gun ship ep
(american steam company)
Listing Ships’ demo ‘Maiden Voyage’
impressed many local critics earlier
this year and now we’re presented
with ‘The 100 Gun Ship EP’ which
is basically an extended version
consisting of three new songs and a
remix. The opening track is perhaps
the band’s most immediate song yet, starting with a driving
bassline, before a beautiful cacophony of synthesisers
and bending guitars cloud the air. ‘Then Venice Sank’ is
the closest thing to krautrock that a band from our
fair city has produced for some time; an urgent,
shifty bassline once again providing the perfect anchor
for the guitars and synthesisers to wander off in all
directions. ‘Melusine Romance’, as the title may
suggest, is the loveliest song the band has released
so far and serves to prove that there is plenty of room
for tension in romance whilst also demonstrating that
the band is becoming masterful at their craft. Another
excellent release from a band more than fulfilling their early
promise. (TM)

fixers imperial goddess of mercy ep
(mercury)
To this reviewer, Fixers enduring
popularity with the most respected voices
in Oxford has always been bewildering.
To them, the sound of the future, of
planets colliding and galaxies exploding.
But to these ears, one of the most over-
hyped and derivative bands in the UK,
let alone our fair shire. Well then, the question is, can ‘Impe-
rial Goddess of Mercy’ change the mind of the sceptics…?

Well, let’s be honest, the title isn’t a great start. Through these
five tracks of lavishly produced electronic future pop, you can kind
of understand how those who are yet to hear Animal Collec-
tive (or any of their numerous cohorts), could find the almost
hyperactive changes of direction and burbling soundscapes
inventive. One may also choose to ask why a man from Oxford
would choose to sing in a cringeworthy Californian accent that
he should probably have outgrown by the age of 17 at the latest.

So what can we conclude from this EP? That fans will
remain fans, singing in falsetto does not make you Brian
Wilson and that funny noises and over-use of samples remain
no substitute for decent songs. (JEC)

alphabet backwards british
explorer ep (highline records)
Watching Alphabet Backwards live is a
pretty grin-soaked experience, like
being drunk on a space-hopper or
something… but it’s interesting to
see how they translate this energy
onto tape. On their new EP ‘British
Explorer’, the wide-eyed fizz is
still there, but accompanied by impressive restraint
which brings the songs sharply into focus. And these
tracks are GOOD, dealing, as they do, with the slightly
awkward bits of relationships with a shrug, a knowing
smile and a refreshing lack of cynicism. Tonight is the
highlight, a no-strings-attached, zipping pop cracker,
with a strong handle on melody and a crisp and
hard-groovin’ rhythm section. Alphabet Backwards
frequently get labelled as a band who don’t take themselves
too seriously (which I guess is because they wear their
heart on their sleeves in a way which unfortunately doesn’t
seem to be cool any more), but really to say that is a
disservice to them, because boy do they know what
they’re doing. (DP)

beat seeking missiles
break my fall / dr strangelove
(dirty water records)
Maybe it’s because I spent several
hours at a prog-folk gig before I
listened to this, but the sound that the
Beat Seeking Missiles have honed in on
in these two punk-garage-collage
tunes was like a breath of fresh snare.
It really is the pulsating, swelling
rhythm of ‘Break My Fall’ and ‘Dr Strangelove’ that unleashes
a not-so-strange desire to hear much more of these boys’
noise. The Beat Seeking Missiles are comprised of Sir
Bald Diddley (Hipbone Slim), Mick Quinn (Supergrass),
Kid Wig (The Wig Outs) and Bash Brand (Headcoats).
Consider my appetite whetted. (NR)

deer chicago lantern collapse
(self-release)
This latest double A-side from
increasingly impressive local anthemic
post-rock populists Deer Chicago
sees the band successfully emulate
their live sound on record and make
a bid for the ‘next band of break out of
Oxford’ title. In this unpredictable
musical climate these guys blend the good old fashioned
sing-along with glacial atmospherics, balancing the
hallmarks of popular song and ‘credible’ rock. ‘Lantern
Collapse’ contains a fine vocal performance from singer
Jonny Payne, his voice floating above the seas of
contrastingly clean and distorted guitars in the tried and
tested loud-quiet-loud formula. ‘Rolling of the Ocean’
picks up the pace a little without sacrificing any of the
emotional impact, sounding like a combination of
local favourites Dive Dive and the recently-departed
Winchell Riots. They might not be to everyone’s tastes,
but no-one in Oxford is doing heartfelt indie-rock
quite like Deer Chicago right now. Ones to watch for
2012. (TM)

elliot fresh & legoman
elliot building with lego
(illgotitrecords)
Elliot Fresh has always been a
technically gifted MC with a good ear
for an interesting beat (see his previ-
ous work with Jerome Alexander and
Capskey) and in that sense towers
above some of the stale new breed of
Oxford MCs. Saying that, Elliot’s verbal
dexterity can sometimes make his bars stumble out
awkwardly. Thankfully on this release with Legoman both MCs
are on point as they take on the Oxford scene, their own pasts
and the bullshitters. When they drop the machismo act they
become infinitely more endearing rappers, particularly on the
soulful Paula and Laura, in which both MCs recall unrequited
schoolboy crushes. Summer tune Poussins and Rum contains
the ingenious chorus: “Not even Flava Flav could tell us the
time”. The DJ Premier-meets-Pete Rock production through-
out is excellent and Elliot, Lego and guests rock the tracks
with precision, humour and skill. Cop this album now all Ox-
ford hip-hop heads. (TM)

Selected releases available at

more releases over the page
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releases

album releases
of the year
with andrew and james from
progressively less elephant

PJ Harvey – Let England Shake: A rumination on
war and national identity that left listeners
haunted and moved in equal parts; Polly Jean’s
8th full length release was her second record to
claim the Mercury Music prize and one of the

highlights of her career to date. Musically sparse but among her
more welcoming releases; Let England Shake built upon the
lyrically driven arrangements of its predecessor White Chalk to
timeless and devastating effect. 

The Antlers – Burst Apart: How to follow the
sleeper hit of 2009 – a concept album that used
terminal illness and abortion as a metaphor for
the breakdown of a relationship? Burst Apart was
the sound of the Brooklyn based three piece

sounding more relaxed but no less emotive. From the opening
‘I Don’t Want Love’, to the closing ‘Putting The Dog To Sleep’,
the record also finds the spirit of Jeff Buckley alive and well
in Pete Silberman’s crooning falsetto. A slicker and more
conventional record but one that benefits from greater poise,
rather than any loss of edge.

Radiohead – The King of Limbs: This felt more
low key in terms of sound and release hype than
2007’s In Rainbows. TKOL was reminiscent of
Amnesiac and found Oxford’s favourite sons
exploring cold, dark electronica on side one be-

fore the beauty of ‘Lotus Flower’ and ‘Codex’ sweep the listener off
their feet in now trademark style. While it may not sit as their
crowning achievement, TKOL still hits some dizzying peaks and,
as ever, asks more questions than it answers over where they will
go next.

Wild Beasts – Smother: Smother found some of
Wild Beasts more eccentric edges smoothed over
in favour of a greater emphasis on melody
while again pairing pulsing, sensuous, rhythms
with Hayden Thorpe’s startling falsetto and Tom

Fleming’s glorious baritone. ‘Reach A Bit Further’ and ‘Loop The
Loop’ were highlights, but there is barely a dull moment on an
album that confirmed Wild Beasts as one of the UK’s most unique
and creative bands.

Bjork – Biophilia: Released as a series of interactive
Apple apps and expansive live shows, but this is
a record reviews page, so it’s heartening that the
music stands up for itself. There is something
strangely reassuring about an artist who will just

continue to restlessly challenge themselves as Bjork has and will
surely continue to do so. While the album features instruments
developed by Bjork, this almost seems like an extraneous piece of
trivia when placed next to the sheer elegance and beauty of tracks
like ‘Virus’.

Bright Eyes – The People’s Key: This, supposedly
the final Bright Eyes album, was met with
derision in some quarters, but it takes the
band to places they’ve never been before. Built
on a much more electric foundation, this is

nevertheless, quintessentially the same band. ‘Approximate
Sunlight’ and ‘Ladder Song’ in particular radiate that familiar
fragility for which Oberst is known best.

British Sea Power – Valhalla Dancefloor: Named
for a “glorified farmhouse that sometimes runs
out of oil”, British Sea Power’s fourth full album
is full of the quirky idiosyncrasies that set them
apart from, well, anyone else. Criticism of the album

seems to be mainly that it’s ‘more of the same’, but when
you’re the only band who sound remotely like you on the current
pop landscape, it’s no bad thing, especially when your tunes are
this good. 

Real Estate – Days: Real Estate’s eponymous
2009 album sounded like summer winding down;
lost in a haze of memories and smoke, and for
this, their second effort, they pick up where they
left off. Sometimes when the nights are drawing

in you need albums like this to remind you that the bright

evenings and warm nights weren’t that long ago. ‘Green Aisles’ is
a case in point; the lyrical journey speaks of road trips and street
lights as it leaves you feeling like it’s the morning after some gi-
gantic beach party. 

Mogwai – Hardcore Will Never Die… But You Will:
Back in February, the prospect of a new Mogwai
album didn’t excite that much – after a couple
of patchy albums, they’ve slipped under the radar
of many fans lately. However, with their latest

effort comes the sound of an old formula refreshed to more urgent
and greater effect. ‘Mexican Grand Prix’ and ‘George Square
Thatcher Death Party’ take Mogwai into Krautrock territory,
sounding more like Neu than Slint. However, atmospheric post
rock is still present and correct, in the form of ‘You’re Lionel
Richie’, which brings the album to a close in emphatic fashion. 

Josh T Pearson – Last of the Country Gentlemen:
Bringing himself out of a near-decade of self-
imposed musical exile, this is an absolute
revelation. In the hands of a lesser songwriter, it
could have been laughed off the shelves due to

the well-trodden subject matter it deals with. However, the songs
are delivered with such confidence, reality and aplomb that it’s
impossible not to feel the raw anguish and confusion released
here – it almost feels like you’re experiencing the pain first hand.

Truck Store sales chart

1 Tom Waits – Bad As Me (Anti)

2 Laura Marling – A Creature I Don’t Know (Virgin)

3 Beirut – The Rip Tide (Pompeii)

4 PJ Harvey – Let England Shake (Island)

5 Walls – Coracle (Kompakt)

6 Steven Wilson – Grace For Drowning (K Scope)

7 Kasabian – Velociraptor (Columbia)

8 Feist – Metals (Polydor)

9 Bonnie Prince Billie – Wolfroy Goes To Town (Domino)

10 Other Lives – Tamer Animals (PIAS)
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keep up to date with ple club nights at
facebook.com/progressivelylesselephant

the scholars
this heart is built to break
(self-release)
The Scholars have always been an
Oxford band with one eye on the arena,
and this rings true with new song ‘This
Heart’s Built to Break’. It’s got a neat
chug’n’drive and a belting chorus
that smacks of The Killers, and the
production is slick, and… well…
the song’s fun ‘n’ all, and my mum would probably like it, but
it’s all pretty thin and sterile to me. There is a tonne of stuff
in this record, which makes it all the weirder when you
realise that there isn’t actually a whole lot at the centre of
it. The Scholars have obviously got talent, but maybe
they just need to unclutter and let it come through
some more. (DP)

trophy wife
bruxism ep
(blessing force)
For Bruxism, their first EP and the first
release on the Blessing Force label,
Trophy Wife have called in the
decorators. Having a different
producer on each track is a bold move,
but it’s a testament to the band’s
clarity of identity that these tracks
hold together as well they do. Opener ‘Canopy Shade’
picks up where their previous singles left off, mixing
an atmosphere of fragile melancholy with a possibly-
too-similar sonic palette of twinkling guitars and
dancefloor percussion. The theme of emotional detachment
and dreamlike disconnection develops through the
EP, and it’s on the record’s later tracks that the
band lets their guard down and the sound starts to
bloom. ‘Seven Waves’ is a definite highlight – there’s a
more organic swirl to the track and it’s all the better
for it. (DP)

this town needs guns
adventure, stamina & anger
(sargent house)
TTNG’s latest release makes for
difficult listening, not because the
quality of music is especially bad,
but because it’s especially good –
it’s just that lead vocalist, Stuart
Smith has announced he’s leaving the
band. What makes Stuart’s departure
so hard to stomach is that this release finally delivers
what has been promised for so many years. Gone
are the days the ‘math’ of their math rock was
irresolvable to the extent that distinguishing even
the most basic of song structures was an
impossible task; gone are the days one could
hazard a guess that the band were simply making
things up as they went along. The tracks now sound
rounded and complete, as if they’ve actually sat down
and decided what direction the music was going in.
We hear they’re now in the process of recording a
new album with replacement vocalist Henry Tremain,
and one can only hope it’ll be of the same high calibre, or
better than, ‘Adventure, Stamina & Anger’. (NB)
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Listing Ships arrived on

our shores unannounced

earlier this year, making

waves with their nautically

themed Tortoise-inspired

post-rock stylings and

all-star cast of  musicians.

Or perhaps not. True, the

original line-up of  the

band was made up of

former members of  such

bands as Sunnyvale Noise

Sub-Element and Witches,

but bassist Stuart Fowkes

was more bemused than

anything else by the

attention this gave the band.

“The funniest thing from

the beginning was a couple

of  people calling us a ‘local

supergroup’, given that

Jim’s never played a gig

before this band, Mike’s

last band played live about

three times, and none of

the bands Dave or I have

been in have exactly set the

world alight. Still, helped

us get a few gigs...”

A few high profile gigs

too, one should add. As

well as doing the rounds in

Oxford and London, this

summer saw the band play

slots at the Truck and

Supernormal Festivals.”

Stuart continues: “I

absolutely love festivals,

and playing them is a treat.

Festival audiences are

great, they’re all full of

cider and enthusiasm so it’s

a load more fun than a wet

Wednesday at a shitty

venue in north London.”

But they do concede that

it's not always easy to play

for an audience who are

expecting a band with

vocals. “Most music from

the last 60 years or so has

relied heavily on vocals so

people can find it difficult

to accept music without

them in,” says Mike. “We

have to work a lot harder

without vocals though as

they tend to carry a lot of

musical deadweight which

you only notice when

they’re absent.”

“The criticism of  our

band I find the most

difficult is ‘you need a

singer’, which drives me

mad,” Stuart admits. “I

can understand people

feeling that they personally

need a vocal hook to get

into a piece of  music, but

to suggest that instrumental

music is somehow

incomplete or even

irrelevant is missing a trick.”

Drummer David Balch

elaborates: “Writing

instrumental music gives us

space for the songs to be

their own stories, rather

than having direct

exposition through lyrics.”

The band are now

readying their next release,

‘The 100 Gun Ship EP’,

which will expand upon

the three tracks from their

demo, Maiden Voyage,

adding three new songs

and a remix along with two

new videos and a hand-

printed sleeve. Mike says

that he is “really pleased

with [the new songs] and

can’t wait for the launch,”

while Stuart hopes that the

record will be their

“defining opening

statement before we move

on to recording our even

newer stuff.”

tom mckibbin goes deep with the new,
nautically-inspired post-rockers…

listing ships

listing ships’ ‘100 gun
ship ep’ is out now
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